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We report the measurement of muon neutrino charged-current interactions on carbon without pions in
the final state at the T2K beam energy using 5.734 × 1020 protons on target. For the first time the
measurement is reported as a flux-integrated, double-differential cross section in muon kinematic variables
(cos θμ, pμ), without correcting for events where a pion is produced and then absorbed by final state
interactions. Two analyses are performed with different selections, background evaluations and
cross-section extraction methods to demonstrate the robustness of the results against biases due to
model-dependent assumptions. The measurements compare favorably with recent models which include
nucleon-nucleon correlations but, given the present precision, the measurement does not distinguish among
the available models. The data also agree with Monte Carlo simulations which use effective parameters that
are tuned to external data to describe the nuclear effects. The total cross section in the full phase space is
σ ¼ ð0.417 0.047ðsystÞ  0.005ðstatÞÞ × 10−38 cm2 nucleon−1 and the cross section integrated in the
region of phase space with largest efficiency and best signal-over-background ratio (cos θμ > 0.6 and
pμ > 200 MeV) is σ ¼ ð0.202 0.036ðsystÞ  0.003ðstatÞÞ × 10−38 cm2 nucleon−1.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.93.112012
I. INTRODUCTION
Accelerator-driven neutrino oscillation measurements
[1–3] make use of neutrino beams with energies of a
few GeV or lower, at which one of the main interaction
processes of neutrinos with nuclei is the charged current
quasielastic scattering (CCQE) process. In this process, a
muon neutrino (νμ) interacts with a neutron n to produce a
muon and a proton p through the exchange of a W boson
(νμ þ n → μ− þ p). This interaction is exploited in long-
baseline neutrino oscillation experiments for the signal
events with which to measure the neutrino appearance
and disappearance probabilities as a function of neutrino
energy. It is therefore of primary importance for the CCQE
process to be well modeled.
Over the past ten years, a complicated experimental and
theoretical picture has emerged regarding CCQE inter-
actions on nuclear targets. The K2K experiment noted that
the kinematic distributions of the outgoing muons were not
consistent with the prediction of the relativistic Fermi gas
(RFG) nuclear model [4,5]. K2K extracted an effective
nucleon axial mass MQEA ¼ 1.20 0.12 GeV for inter-
actions on a water target [6], in presence of nuclear effects,
compared to the value 1.014 0.014 GeV determined
from neutrino scattering on deuterium as well as from
pion electroproduction [7,8]. MiniBooNE also reported a
similar anomaly on mineral oil (CH2), with a large data
set of neutrinos (effective MQEA of 1.35 0.17 GeV [9])
and of antineutrinos [10], as did MINOS, using iron as a
target [11]. Both experiments also noted a discrepancy
at the lowest values of momentum transfer squared
(Q2 < 0.2 GeV2). SciBooNE has also reported similar
results [12]. The previous T2K off-axis CCQE measure-
ment [13] was also consistent with a large effective MQEA .
The T2K on-axis measurement [14] has large systematic
uncertainties and is compatible with different values of
MQEA , depending on whether only one muon track is
reconstructed, or both the muon and proton tracks are
reconstructed. Other data sets on nuclear targets from the
NOMAD (carbon target) and MINERνA (hydrocarbon
target) experiments are in agreement with an MQEA of
1 GeV. At beam energies of 3–100 GeV, the NOMAD
experiment has reported anMQEA of 1.05 0.06 GeV [15].
The MINERνA (Eν ∼ 3.5 GeV) experiment has also mea-
sured the CCQE cross section with only a muon and a
proton in the final state [16] which is consistent with the
RFG model and MQEA ∼ 1 GeV. Interestingly, previous
MINERνA CCQE measurements which use muon infor-
mation and the calorimetric recoil energy with neutrinos
[17] and antineutrinos [18] prefer a transverse enhancement
model, suggesting the presence of meson exchange currents
[19]. The measurements of the neutrino interaction rate
depend on the neutrino cross section and the flux.
MiniBooNE and MINERνA are working to improve the
flux modeling and thus apply a more precise flux correction
to the previously mentioned cross-section measurements.
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The anomalies measured in neutrino interactions by
modern experiments, using relatively heavy nuclei as
targets, may be explained by the contribution of nuclear
effects. These were not needed in the models designed
to describe bubble-chamber data on deuterium targets.
Various different implementations of such nuclear effects
have been proposed [20–30]. In experimental measure-
ments the effects of nucleon and hadron initial and final
state interactions with the nucleus cannot typically be
disentangled from the fundamental neutrino-interaction
cross section. The phenomenological interpretation of
modern measurements is therefore complicated. Given
the discrepancies between the available predictions or their
incompleteness in the description of such nuclear effects, it
is important to provide experimental measurements which
are, as much as possible, model independent, in order to
reduce the systematic uncertainties which arise from model
dependencies, and to produce results that are useful for
comparison with the present and future models.
The Tokai-to-Kamioka (T2K) experiment has a suite of
neutrino detectors placed in a neutrino beam with energy
peaked at Eν ¼ 0.6 GeV. This paper describes the meas-
urement of the CCQE-like neutrino interaction cross
section, by selecting events without pions in the final
sample, with plastic scintillator (C8H8) as the target
material, using the ND280 off-axis near detector in the
T2K beam. Particular care has been taken to avoid model-
dependent corrections to the data. Two analyses, which
follow different approaches to measure the double-
differential cross section as a function of muon momentum
and angle, are presented.
The paper is organized as follows. The experimental
apparatus is described in Sec. II. The general strategy for
the measurement as well as the data samples and the
Monte Carlo simulation used are presented in Sec. III,
followed by a presentation of the two analyses and their
results. The analyses are compared and the results discussed
in Sec. IV. Finally, conclusions are reported in Sec. V.
II. EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS
The T2K long-baseline neutrino oscillation experiment
[31] uses a beam of muon neutrinos to study the appearance
of electron neutrinos (νμ → νe) and to measure or constrain
the Pontecorvo-Maki-Nakagawa-Sakata mixing angles θ13
and θ23, the mass splitting jΔm232j and the CP-violating
phase δCP. The neutrinos are produced at the Japan Proton
Accelerator Research Complex (J-PARC) in Ibaraki pre-
fecture on the eastern coast of Japan, and travel 295 km
through the Earth before reaching the far detector,
Super-Kamiokande [32], in Gifu prefecture. A complex
of near detectors located 280 meters from the proton beam
target is used to characterize the neutrino beam before
oscillation, reducing the systematic uncertainties, and to
study neutrino interactions as in the measurement
reported here.
A. Neutrino beam
T2K uses a conventional neutrino beam, in which the
muon neutrinos are produced by the decay of charged pions
and kaons. Protons are first accelerated to 30 GeV by a
sequence of three accelerators in J-PARC, then extracted to
the neutrino beam line where they are directed onto a
graphite target. The resulting collisions produce hadrons—
predominantly charged pions—which travel inside a 96-m-
long decay volume where they decay in flight into muons
and muon neutrinos. A set of three magnetic horns is used
to focus the positively charged hadrons and defocus the
negative particles, enhancing the neutrino component of the
beam while reducing its contamination by antineutrinos. At
the end of the decay volume, a beam dump stops the muons
and remaining hadrons, leaving an almost pure muon
neutrino beam with an intrinsic electron neutrino compo-
nent of the order of a percent, which comes from the decays
of kaons and muons, and an intrinsic muon antineutrino
component of the order of 6% [33]. The beam stability and
direction are monitored by the muon monitor [34,35] which
measures the muons of energies higher than about 5 GeV
that are able to penetrate the beam dump, and also by
INGRID, the on-axis near detector, which samples the
neutrino beam 280 m from the proton beam target [36].
B. Off-axis near detector ND280
The ND280 is composed of a series of subdetectors
located 280 m from the target in a direction making a 2.5°
angle with the average neutrino beam direction and placed
within the refurbished UA1/NOMAD magnet which gen-
erates a 0.2 T magnetic field. The neutrino beam first passes
through the pi-zero detector (P0D) [37] and then the tracker
detector, which is used for the present measurement. The
tracker is made up of two fine grained detectors (FGD) [38]
and three time projection chambers (TPC) [39]. Those
detectors are surrounded by electromagnetic calorimeters
(ECals) [40] and side muon range detectors (SMRDs) [41],
as can be seen in Fig. 1. The ND280 reference system is
also shown in Fig. 1: the muon angle is defined as the polar
angle (θ) between the muon momentum and the z axis
(which corresponds, to a good approximation, to the beam
direction and thus to the average neutrino direction).
In general, most of the muons are expected to be “forward”
(θ < 90°), i.e. to move in the same direction as the
incoming neutrino beam, while events with “backward”
muons (θ > 90°) correspond typically to interactions with
high transferred Q2.
In the tracker, the target mass is provided by the FGDs.
The first FGD (FGD1) is made only of scintillator bars,
while the second FGD (FGD2) is made of alternating layers
of scintillator bars and water. To measure cross sections
on carbon, neutrino interactions occurring in FGD1 are
selected. The FGD1 fiducial volume has an elemental
composition of 86.1% carbon and 7.35% hydrogen with
remaining contributions from oxygen (3.70%) and small
K. ABE et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW D 93, 112012 (2016)
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quantities of other elements (Ti, Si, N) [38,42]. The number
of neutrons (nucleons) in the fiducial volume is 2.75 × 1029
(5.50 × 1029). By chance, the excess of neutrons present in
titanium (which is in the coating of the scintillator bars) is
roughly equal to the number of protons from hydrogen,
leading to the total number of protons and neutrons being
equal (which is not what would be expected for the
scintillator itself—C8H8). While the neutrino target for the
present result is FGD1 with its complicated elemental
composition, the measurement can be effectively considered
as on carbon; the difference to the results from correcting
for the other components is expected to be negligible with
respect to the other normalization uncertainties.
III. ANALYSIS STRATEGY
The measurement of the νμ double-differential flux-
integrated cross section of the charged current process
on carbon without pions in the final state (CC0π) is
presented as a function of the muon momentum and angle.
Two analyses have been performed which make use of
different selections and different cross-section extraction
methods. The two analyses labelled I and II are considered
to be equally valid, and no primary analysis was chosen.
The consistency between their results is an indication of
the robustness of the measurement. Particular care has
been taken to perform a measurement that is highly model
independent:
(i) the cross section is measured as a function of the
kinematics of the outgoing muon, as opposed to
reconstructed variables that relate to the neutrino,
such as the neutrino energy or the transferred
momentum squared, which would depend on
assumptions made about the nuclear model;
(ii) a flux-integrated cross section is extracted, rather
than a flux-averaged or flux-unfolded cross section,
thus avoiding Eν-dependent flux corrections. In
particular a flux-averaged cross section, as a func-
tion of muon kinematics, would require one to
correct each bin in muon momentum and angle
by the integral of the neutrino flux in that particular
bin. In order to perform this correction, model-
dependent assumptions are needed to establish the
minimum and maximum neutrino energy allowed
for each configuration in muon kinematics.
(iii) the signal is defined in terms of the particles which
exit the nucleus and can be observed in the detector.
Compared to a signal defined in terms of interactions
at the nucleon level, this removes the dependence on
the modeling of the reinteractions of the final state
particles in the nuclear medium. The definition used
here includes CCQE interactions, but also events
where, for example, one pion is produced at the
interaction point and then reabsorbed in the nuclear
environment;
(iv) the cross-section measurement is designed to be
robust to background-modeling uncertainties through
the use of control samples or a reduced phase space,
thereby removing regions with a small signal-to-
background ratio.
The first analysis (“Analysis I”) uses a dedicated selection
for CCQE-like events where a single muon (with a proton
above or below detection threshold) is required and no
other tracks. The cross section is extracted through a binned
likelihood fit. The second analysis (“Analysis II”) follows
the T2K oscillation analysis and MiniBooNE selection
strategy, where CCQE-like interactions are identified by
vetoing the presence of pions in the final state and Bayesian
unfolding is used to correct for detector effects.
A. Event samples and simulation
1. Data samples
The analyses use data from the three T2K run periods
between November 2010 and May 2013, where T2K was
operating with a beam of mostly muon neutrinos. Only data
recorded with all detectors correctly working are used,
corresponding to 5.734 × 1020 protons on target (POT).
2. Monte Carlo samples
In order to correct for the detector response, acceptance
and efficiency, simulations have been produced which
correspond to ten times the data POT used, where the
specific detector and beam configuration during each data
run was modeled. The flux of neutrinos reaching the
detectors—assuming the absence of oscillations—is pre-
dicted using simulations tuned to external measurements.
Details of the simulation can be found in Ref. [43].
Interactions of protons in the graphite target and the
resulting hadron production are simulated using the
FLUKA 2008 package [44,45], weighted to match measure-
ments of hadron production [46–50]. The propagation and
FIG. 1. Exploded view of the ND280 off-axis detector from
Ref. [31]. Only one half of the UA1 magnet yoke is shown in this
figure.
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decay of those hadrons is performed in a GEANT3 [51]
simulation which uses the GCALOR package [52] to model
hadron reinteractions and decays outside the target.
Uncertainties on the proton beam properties, horn current,
hadron production model and alignment are taken into
account to produce an energy-dependent systematic uncer-
tainty on the neutrino flux. Flux tuning using NA61/SHINE
data [46,50,53] reduces the uncertainty on the overall
normalization of the integrated flux to 8.5%.
Neutrinos are then propagated through the ND280
detector and interactions are simulated with the NEUT
neutrino event generator. NEUT 5.1.4.2 [54,55] uses the
Llewellyn-Smith CCQE neutrino-nucleon cross-section
formalism [56] with the relativistic Fermi gas model by
Smith and Moniz [4,5] as the nuclear model. Dipole forms
were used for both the axial-vector and vector form factors.
From tuning to Super-Kamiokande atmospheric data and
K2K data, the nominal axial mass MQEA was set to
1.21 GeV. Neutrino-induced pion production is simulated
based on the Rein Sehgal model [57] in NEUT with the
axial mass MRESA ¼ 1.21 GeV. The parton distribution
function GRV98 [58] with corrections by Bodek and
Yang [59] is used for the deep inelastic scattering inter-
actions. Secondary interactions of pions inside the nucleus
[so-called final state interactions (FSIs)] are simulated
using an intranuclear cascade model based on the method
of Oset [60], tuned to external π-12C data.
The GENIE neutrino generator v2.6.4 [61] has been used
as an alternative simulation to test the dependence of the
analyses on the assumed signal andbackgroundmodels,with
the primary difference to NEUTarising from different values
of MQEA ¼ 0.99 GeV [7] and MRESA ¼ 1.12 GeV [62].
3. Event preselection
The FGD1 detector is used as the target for the neutrino
interactions, and particles are reconstructed in the FGD1
itself and in TPC2, which is situated immediately down-
stream from FGD1. Initially, a νμ charged current selection is
performedby looking for amuon candidate. Thepreselection
criteria require good detector and beam conditions, correct
timing with respect to the beam bunches, and good track
reconstruction quality in TPC. The muon candidate is
identified as the highest-momentumnegatively charged track
which passes the TPC track quality cut and starts in the FGD
fiducial volume (FV). Further cuts are applied to remove
events where the interaction happens outside the FV.
The further event selection depends on the analysis
strategy and will be explained in the sections below.
After the full selection cuts are applied, the background
comes from events with one, or a number of, true pions
which are misidentified or not reconstructed (CC1π and
CCother), neutral current interactions (NC) and interactions
that occurred outside of the fiducial volume but were
reconstructed inside (OOFV).
4. Control samples for detector systematics
The detector systematics are described in detail in [2].
The systematics on track efficiency in the FGD and TPC,
particle identification, charge identification, and momen-
tum scale and resolution were evaluated by dedicated data
and simulation comparisons using independent control
samples (specially selected event samples that are designed
to be sensitive to specific sources of uncertainty). In
addition to reconstruction-related detector uncertainties,
we also estimated the uncertainties on the number of
simultaneous events (pileup) and OOFV events. Pions
and nucleons from initial neutrino interactions in FGD1
can reinteract and be absorbed further in the detector. While
the intranuclear final state interactions are simulated by the
NEUT generator, the secondary interactions (SI) which
follow these from pions and nucleons are treated by
GEANT4.9.4 [63]. This additional uncertainty has also been
evaluated from a control sample and is one of the dominant
detector systematics.
5. Uncertainties due to neutrino interaction model
Uncertainties on the neutrino interaction model are
described in detail in Ref. [2]. A set of systematic
parameters characterizes the uncertainties on the predic-
tions of the NEUT generator and are propagated through
the analyses to estimate the uncertainty on the background
and signal modeling, as well as the effect of the final state
interactions. A number of those parameters are normali-
zation uncertainties for the different interaction modes
simulated by NEUT (energy dependent for the dominant
modes at the T2K neutrino energy spectrum). Other
parameters describe uncertainties on the values of the axial
mass (using separate parameters for CCQE and resonant
interactions), of the binding energy and of the Fermi
momentum. An additional systematic parameter covers
the difference between the predictions obtained with the
default relativistic Fermi gas model used by NEUT and a
spectral function describing the momentum and energy of
nucleons inside the nucleus [64].
Finally, for the analysis using information from the
presence or absence of a reconstructed proton to separate
events between different categories (Analysis I, described
below), the effects of the reinteractions of produced protons
in the nuclear medium are evaluated using the GENIE
neutrino interaction generator [61] by varying the param-
eters of the intranuclear cascade model describing those
final state interactions.
B. Analysis I
This analysis uses a binned likelihood fit performed
simultaneously in four signal regions and two control
regions to constrain the backgrounds caused by resonant
pion production and deep inelastic scattering (DIS).
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The signal includes events where the muon is recon-
structed in the FGD but does not reach the TPC, thus
increasing the efficiency for muons that have small momen-
tum or are emitted at high angle. Signal events with and
without a reconstructed proton are treated separately,
thus allowing the proton FSI parameters to be constrained
using data. This is a first step towards a future differential
measurement as a function of the proton kinematics.
The normalization and the shape of the background are
extracted from data: the various background processes are
parametrized in the same way as for the T2K oscillation
analysis [2] and the values of such parameters are con-
strained by simultaneously fitting the control regions.
A likelihood fit is performed to the number of CC0π
events, in bins of muon momentum and angle. Detector,
flux, and model uncertainties are included as nuisance
parameters and a penalty term is added to the likelihood to
constrain detector and model uncertainties. All the system-
atics are evaluated with “toy” Monte Carlo experiments
sampling over the values of the nuisance parameters, as
described in detail in Sec. III B 3.
1. Event selection
The preselection described in Sec. III A 3 is extended to
also include muons which do not reach the TPC (i.e., are
FGD only or FGD plus the ECAL or the SMRD or both). In
this case the proton needs to be reconstructed as a positively
charged track in the TPC with a vertex in the FGD FV,
where this track has to pass the TPC track quality cut and a
protonlike PID is required. The preselected events are then
divided into four signal regions:
region 1 single-track events with a muon candidate in
the TPC,
region 2 two-track events with a muon and a proton
candidates in TPC,
region 3 two-track events with a muon candidate in TPC
and a proton candidate in FGD,
region 4 two-track events with a proton candidate in TPC
and a muon candidate in FGD (possibly reaching the ECAL
or the SMRD or both).
Muon and proton candidates are identified using the dEdx
measurement in the TPC or the energy deposited in the FGD.
The kinematics of the muon candidate in each selection
region for the CC0π signal and the various backgrounds are
shown in Fig. 2. The selection is highly dominated by events
with one reconstructed muon and no other tracks (region 1).
The signal regions where the muon is reconstructed in the
TPC (regions 1,2,3) have very similar momentum distribu-
tions, although events with a reconstructed proton (regions
2,3) tend to have muons at slightly larger angles, while the
region with the muon in the FGD and the proton in the TPC
(region 4) have muons with much smaller momenta and
larger angles. The overall selection efficiency for the CC0π
selection is 39%; Fig. 3 shows the efficiency as a function
of the muon candidate momentum and angle. The loss in
efficiency at low momentum is due to the detector
threshold for muon tracking in FGD, while the loss for
backward muons is due to limitations in the reconstruction
algorithm. This is the first T2K ND280 analysis with a
nonzero efficiency and non-negligible event statistics for
backwards-going muons; future analyses will benefit from
a new reconstruction algorithm with further improvements
in backwards-track reconstruction.
Two additional control regions are selected to constrain
charged current event rates with single-pion and multiple-
pion production. After preselection, a reconstructed negative
track in TPC with muonlike PID and a positive track in TPC
with pionlike PID are required. Events with exactly two
tracks are included in region 5 (CC1π control region) while
events with more than two tracks are included in region 6
(CCother control region). The background composition of the
control regions as a function of muon momentum is shown
in Fig. 4. The fraction of CC0π signal in the control regions
is very low and the CC1π (CCother) purity is quite good in
region 5 (region 6), thus allowing unbiased constraints to be
put on the background shape and normalization.
2. Cross-section extraction
We perform a fit to the number of selected events as a
function of the muon kinematic variables (pμ and cos θμ),
simultaneously in the four signal and two control regions.
The detector-related and theoretical systematic uncertain-
ties are parametrized and included in the fit through
nuisance parameters. The number of selected events in
each signal region and in each bin of reconstructed
kinematics j is computed as
Nj ¼
Xtrue bins
i

ci

NMCCC0πi
Ymodel
a
wðaαÞCC0πij

þ
Xbkg reactions
k
NMC bkg ki
Ymodel
α
wðaαÞkij

tdetij r
det
j ; ð1Þ
where i runs over the bins of the “true” muon kinematics
prior to detector smearing effects and k runs over the
background reactions (CC1π, CCother etc.). The parameters
of interest ci adjust the Monte Carlo CC0π cross section to
match with the observation in data. The tdetij matrix
describes the transfer from the true (i) to the reconstructed
(j) muon kinematics bins, and the rdetj vector contains the
nuisance parameters in the fit describing the detector
systematics and which are constrained by a prior covari-
ance matrix. The product
Q
model
α runs over the systematics
related to the theoretical modeling of signal and back-
ground. Each wðaαÞkij term is a weighting function describ-
ing how the generated and reconstructed muon kinematics
change (in bins i, j and for each signal and background
process) as a function of the value of a particular theoretical
parameter aα. The vector aα contains all the nuisance
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parameters related to modeling systematics in the fit,
constrained by a prior covariance matrix.
For simplicity, we use the same binning for the fit to the
reconstructed pμ, cos θμ distribution and for the extraction
of the data/Monte Carlo cross-section corrections ci. A
nonrectangular pμ, cos θμ binning (different pμ binning for
each cos θμ bin) is chosen on the basis of the available event
numbers (which are much smaller in the high angle and
backward regions), the signal-over-background ratio
(which is much smaller in the high momentum region)
and of the detector resolution (to avoid large migrations of
events between nearby bins).
As the parameters of interest for the fit rescale the overall
number of CC0π events in the four signal regions and two
control regions together, the resulting cross section is
extracted inclusively for all the regions simultaneously.
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FIG. 2. Distribution of events in different regions for Analysis I. Each row corresponds to a signal region from 1 (top) to 4 (bottom).
Figures in the left column are plotted against the reconstructed muon momentum and the right column against the reconstructed muon
cos θ. Histograms are stacked.
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A future analysis will measure separate cross sections, with
and without reconstructed protons.
A binned likelihood fit is performed
χ2 ¼ χ2stat þ χ2syst ¼
Xreco bins
j
2

Nj − Nobsj þ Nobsj ln
Nobsj
Nj

þ χ2syst; ð2Þ
where χ2syst is a penalty term for the systematics:
χ2syst ¼ ðrdetj − rdet;priorj ÞðVdetj;j0 Þ−1ðrdetj0 − rdet;priorj0 Þ
þ ðamodelα −amodel;priorα ÞðVmodelα;α0 Þ−1ðamodelα0 −amodel;priorα0 Þ
ð3Þ
where rdetj and a
model
α are the parameters for detector and
theory systematics running over the reconstructed bins j,
and rdet;priorj , a
model;prior
α indicate our initial knowledge of the
detector response and theory parameters and Vdetj;j0 , V
model
α;α0
are the corresponding covariance matrices.
The number of selected events as a function of the “true”
kinematics extracted from the fit
NCC0πi ¼
Xregions
t
Xreco bins
j
ciNMCCC0πjt t
det
tij r
det
tj
Ymodel syst
α
wðaαÞCC0πij
ð4Þ
is corrected by the selection efficiency in each bin ϵi and
divided by the overall integrated flux and the number of
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FIG. 3. Efficiency of reconstruction and selection of CC0π events for Analysis I.
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FIG. 4. Distribution of events in different control regions for Analysis I. The first row is the CC1π control region (region 5) and the
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nucleons in the fiducial volume to extract a flux-integrated
cross section:
dσ
dxi
¼ N
CC0π
i
ϵiΦNFVnucleons
×
1
Δxi
: ð5Þ
3. Treatment of systematic uncertainties
The detector systematics are stored in a covariance
matrix (Vdetjk ) as uncertainties on the total number of
reconstructed events in bins of reconstructed muon momen-
tum and angle for each signal and control region.
The flux systematic uncertainties affect the measured
cross section in two ways: they affect the fit, by varying
the signal differently in each bin and varying the signal
over background ratio bin by bin, and thus changing the
shape of the measured cross section, and they also affect the
overall cross-section normalization. These two contribu-
tions are treated separately in the analysis. While the fit
to the control regions has the power to constrain the flux
systematic uncertainties, the flux is not included as a
nuisance parameter in the fit; this is to reduce the impact
of model-dependent assumptions when the signal-over-
background distribution is extrapolated from the control
regions to the signal regions.
The systematics due to signal and background modeling
are based on the parametrization discussed in Sec. III A 2.
The systematics due to background modeling and pion and
proton FSIs are included as nuisance parameters in the fit.
The fit to the control regions reduces the background
modeling and pion FSI systematics by about a factor of 4.
Systematics related to signal cross-section modeling, on the
other hand, are not constrained from data because including
them in the fit with a specific parametrization (e.g.: MQEA )
would introduce a model-dependent bias to the result. The
effect of signal modeling on the estimation of the efficiency
in Eq. (5) is therefore described by a large systematic
uncertainty, without trying to constrain it from the fit to the
data. The small uncertainty on the efficiency that arises
from proton and pion FSIs is also included.
In summary, all the systematic uncertainties are included
in the fit as nuisance parameters, except for signal modeling
and flux uncertainties. Finally the effect from the statistical
uncertainty on the Monte Carlo samples is included in the
bin-by-bin efficiency in Eq. (5).
To evaluate all the systematic and statistical uncertain-
ties, we produce a large number of toy experiments. To
asses the statistical uncertainty, the number of reconstructed
events in each bin is fluctuated according to the Poisson
distribution in each of the toy experiments. To evaluate the
systematics, the values of the parameters governing the
various systematic uncertainties are varied in each toy data
set according to a Gaussian distribution, following the prior
covariance matrices.
A summary of statistical and systematic errors is shown
in Fig. 5. Theoretical uncertainties for the background cross
section, pion FSIs and proton FSIs are varied together,
while separate toy experiments are made for the signal-
modeling systematics, the flux systematics and the detector
systematics. With the chosen binning, the statistical uncer-
tainty is dominant. The largest uncertainty is from the
flux normalization (8.5%) but, being fully correlated
between all bins, it does not affect the cross-section shape.
The effect of the flux uncertainty on the cross-section shape
is small (≤ 1%) in the region relevant for the signal
(pμ ≃ 0.3–1 GeV) while it reaches 5%–10% at low and
high momenta, where the magnitude of the effect is similar
to that from the detector systematics. The systematics due
to the model of background cross sections and pion FSIs
are larger in the forward and high momentum regions
where most of the background is located, but even in
these regions they remain below 2%, due to the constraint
of nuisance parameters from the control regions. The
Monte Carlo statistical uncertainty on the efficiency is
about 2% or lower in most of the bins, but it is as much
as 4% in the lowest and highest momentum bins, where
the statistical uncertainties from data are also large. The
systematics on the efficiency due to signal modeling are
typically about a few percent, except in the high-angle
region where the efficiency is lower and therefore we
depend more on the simulation to extrapolate to the full
phase space. Finally the detector systematics are of the
order of a few percent and become larger (up to 10%) in
the low and high momentum regions, where the detector
resolution and efficiency is less well known. The detector
systematics are the dominant shape uncertainties in most
of the phase space, except at very high angles where the
uncertainty on the signal modeling is larger. For the final
results, the systematics uncertainty is evaluated on a
separate set of toy experiments by varying all the theory
nuisance parameters and the flux parameters at once. The
uncertainties due to detector systematics and the system-
atics on the efficiency due to Monte Carlo statistics and
signal modeling are added in quadrature.
4. Results
The total signal cross section per nucleon integrated
over all the muon kinematics phase space is
σ ¼ ð0.417 0.047ðsystÞ
 0.005ðstatÞÞ × 10−38 cm2 nucleon−1 ð6Þ
to be compared with the NEUT prediction of
0.444 × 10−38 cm2 nucleon−1.The uncertainty is dominated
by the flux normalization systematics (8.5%), while other
sources of systematic uncertainty are a few percent or less.
The double-differential flux-integrated cross section is
shown in Fig. 6, comparing to prediction of NEUT and
GENIE Monte Carlo (see also Fig. 17 in the Appendix
where the high momentum bins up to 30 GeVare included).
The systematic uncertainties and the data statistical
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FIG. 5. Statistical and systematic uncertainties in bins of true muon kinematics for Analysis I. The flux normalization uncertainty is
flat (8.5%) and not shown, the uncertainty due to MC statistics is negligible in all bins and not shown.
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uncertainties are summed in quadrature and shown as error
bars. The uncertainty related to the flux normalization is
given as a gray band.
In Fig. 7 the results are compared to the model of Martini
et al. [20,65] and of Nieves et al. [21,66] (with a cut on the
three-momentum transfer of q3 < 1.2 GeV). These models
include corrections to the interaction for collective nuclear
effects calculated with random phase approximation, as
well as 2p2h contributions, i.e. neutrino interactions with
nucleon-nucleon correlated pairs and meson exchange
currents. These models do not include the contribution
of CC1π with pion reabsorption due to FSIs, but they do
include the production of a Δ resonance followed by pion-
less decay. Moreover the region of very small transferred
Q2 (most forward muon angles and higher muon momen-
tum) could be sensitive to the shell structure of the nucleus
and to the excitations of low-lying giant resonances
[30,67]. Therefore the comparison to data has been limited
to muon momenta below 3 GeV. Finally, the results are
compared to the same models with and without the 2p2h
contribution in Figs. 8 and 9. Those results will be
discussed in details in Sec. IV B, together with the results
of the second analysis presented in the next section.
C. Analysis II
Analysis II makes use of a Bayesian unfolding procedure
to extract the CC0π differential cross section from a single
selection which is designed around the vetoing of pions.
The selection used is the same as that used for the near
detector fits in recent T2K oscillation analyses. In this
analysis there is no direct constraint on the background.
The background uncertainties are taken from fits to external
data from MiniBooNE performed by T2K, which are also
used as priors in the fit of Analysis I.
1. Event selection
After the preselection described in Sec. III A 3, the
selection is subdivided based on the observed number of
pions as done in recent T2K oscillation analyses [2].
Charged pions are tagged by searching for either a pionlike
track in the TPC, a pionlike track in the FGD, or a Michel
electron from muon decay in the FGD. Neutral pions are
tagged by searching for electronlike tracks in the TPC.
Events with no evidence for pions, charged or neutral, are
kept and placed in the so-called CC0π signal sample. This
event selection is found to be 72% pure according to our
NEUT Monte Carlo prediction of background events.
Figure 10 shows the kinematics of the events selected as
simulated by our NEUT prediction, and extracted from
data. The Monte Carlo is shown divided by true final-state
topology. In Fig. 11, the same is shown but the simulation is
divided by true reaction type. As can be seen, the selection
has no efficiency in the backward region. Regarding the
main backgrounds, the contribution from Δ resonance
(RES) is larger than the contribution due to CC1π topology
while the DIS component is smaller than the CCOther
topology, clearly showing the importance of pion FSI
effects.
2. Cross-section extraction
The Bayesian unfolding procedure as described by
D’Agostini [68] is used to convert from reconstructed
variables to true variables.
The inputs to the Bayesian unfolding are
(i) PðtiÞ ¼ NðtiÞ=
P
true bins
α Ntα , the prior probability of
finding an event in true bin i.
(ii) PðrjjtiÞ, the probability of an event being recon-
structed in bin j, given it originated in true bin i.
(iii) Brj , the predicted background in each bin.
Using these inputs, it is possible to define the efficiency
of selecting events in true bin i,
ϵi ¼
Xreco bins
α
PðrαjtiÞ ð7Þ
and the prior probability of being reconstructed in bin j,
PðrjÞ ¼
Xtrue bins
α
PðrjjtαÞPðtαÞ ð8Þ
¼ NrjPtrue bins
α Ntα
: ð9Þ
Applying Bayes’ theorem to the probabilities we have,
results in the “unsmearing” matrix, which gives the
probability for an event originated in true bin, i, given it
was reconstructed in bin j,
PðtijrjÞ ¼
PðrjjtiÞPðtiÞ
PðrjÞ
ð10Þ
and we can then use this unsmearing matrix, along with the
efficiency, to obtain the unfolded estimate of the true event
distribution.
NCC0πti ¼
1
ϵi
X
j
PðtijrjÞðNrj − BrjÞ: ð11Þ
The cross section is then calculated in the same manner
as Analysis I—by scaling the unfolded true number of
events in each bin by the flux, number of targets, efficiency,
and bin width, as in Eq. (5).
It is possible to iterate this procedure by feeding the
unfolded true distribution in the start as an updated prior.
Fake data studies showed that the first iteration is sufficient
to correct for detector effects, even when the prior and fake
data were generated according to models chosen to have
exaggerated differences between each other. This is
because the reconstruction resolution is very good, with
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FIG. 7. Measured cross section with shape uncertainties (error bars: internal systematics, external statistical) and fully correlated
normalization uncertainty (gray band). The results from fit to the data are compared to the predictions from Nieves et al. (red dotted
line), and from Martini et al. (red solid line).
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FIG. 8. Measured cross section with shape uncertainties (error bars: internal systematics, external statistical) and fully correlated
normalization uncertainty (gray band). The results from the fit to the data are compared to predictions from Martini et al. without 2p2h
(black line), and with 2p2h (red line).
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FIG. 9. Measured cross section with shape uncertainties (error bars: internal systematics, external statistical) and fully correlated
normalization uncertainty (gray band). The results from the fit to the data are compared to predictions from Nieves et al. without 2p2h
(black dashed line), and with 2p2h (red dotted line).
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over 60% of events being reconstructed in their true bin,
and under 5% of events being reconstructed more than one
bin away.
There are limitations to this approach. We note that while
the technique outlined in Ref. [68] should in principle
unfold both background and signal, for this analysis, the
unfolding procedure was applied subsequent to background
subtraction. Because the background is subtracted before
unfolding, this method can yield negative cross sections in
some bins that contain large backgrounds.
3. Treatment of systematic uncertainties
All systematic uncertainties were propagated using a
sample of toy experiments that were generated assuming
different underlying parameters. Each toy experiment was
unfolded using the same algorithm, and the results were
used to calculate a covariance matrix defined as
Vij ¼
1
N
XN
sn¼1
ðσðsnÞi − σnominali ÞðσðsnÞj − σnominalj Þ; ð12Þ
where, for each source of uncertainty, labeled by s, N
pseudoexperiments are performed, giving a new differential
cross section σðsnÞ each time, and the nominal cross section
in bin i is given by σnominali .
4. Region of reported results
The region below 0.2 GeV in muon momentum contains
a significant amount of external backgrounds, and suffers
from a very low efficiency due to reconstruction difficul-
ties. For this reason, no result is reported below 0.2 GeV.
This should not be interpreted as measuring zero cross
section in this region, rather that the cross section has not
been measured in this region.
5. Results
The total signal cross section per nucleon integrated over
the restricted muon kinematics phase space (pμ > 0.2 GeV
and cos θμ > 0.6) is
σ ¼ ð0.202 0.036ðsystÞ
 0.003ðstatÞÞ × 10−38 cm2 nucleon−1 ð13Þ
to be compared with the NEUT prediction:
0.232 × 10−38 cm2 nucleon−1. The uncertainty is fully
dominated by the flux normalization. When considering
the full phase space the results agree well with those in
Analysis I; however, they suffer from large uncertainties
that arise from extrapolating beyond the visible phase
space. Figure 12 shows the cross section as a function
of momentum for different angular bins. Those results will
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be discussed together with the results of the first analysis in
Sec. IV B.
IV. DISCUSSION
The results are only presented in the form of a double-
differential cross section, and a total flux integrated cross
section per nucleon. Since Analysis II has no efficiency in
the low-momentum and high-angle region, the phase space
has been reduced in that analysis.
Cross sections are often calculated as a function of Q2,
providing one-dimensional distributions which are useful
for comparisons between models; however, because of the
limited acceptance of ND280, this would make the result
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very model dependent. Indeed, each Q2 bin would contain
contributions from events with different muon kinematics
thus requiring very different efficiency corrections. For
instance the efficiency for forward muons in ND280 is very
good, while it is lower for backward tracks (zero in
Analysis II). Therefore the efficiency correction in each
bin ofQ2 depends strongly on the relative number of events
with forward or backward muons, which depends in turn
on the particular model assumption. Moreover, in fake data
studies for Analysis II, it was shown that changing the
assumed (prior) distribution in ðpμ; θμÞ space could have a
drastic effect on the shape and normalization in Q2, or pμ,
and θμ separately. The efficiency corrections in bins of
ðpμ; θμÞ are instead mostly model independent since these
are the actual variables measured in the detector.
The cross section is reported for all events without
any pions in the final state. Thus the signal includes
contributions from CC1π events where the pion has been
reabsorbed through FSIs. Such contributions can only be
estimated from Monte Carlo, and are accompanied by large
uncertainties.
The limitations described before (limited acceptance and
presence of irreducible background) and the uncertainties
in the background and signal modeling make it particularly
relevent to compare the results of analyses which try to
address those problems in different ways. We will start by
looking more in detail at the differences between the two
analyses, before discussing their results.
A. Comparison between the analyses
The two analyses differ, most substantially, in the
methods used for the estimation of backgrounds, signal
selection, and cross-section extraction. Analysis I uses two
control regions to constrain the background parametriza-
tion, while Analysis II makes use of Monte Carlo pre-
dictions to estimate the background. Given the discrepancy
between the present modeling of the CC1π process and the
available measurements in MiniBooNE [9] and MINERνA
[16,17], there are large uncertainties on this process and it is
important to constrain them from T2K data. In Fig. 13 the
results of the fit to the control regions in Analysis I are
shown; the most visible effect is a reduction of the events
with very forward muons in the CC1π-dominated region.
The overall normalization of the DIS-dominated region is
also slightly increased. Figure 14 shows a comparison
between data and MC for background-enhanced selections
in Analysis II. The selections are orthogonal to the signal
selection, with one enhanced in CC1πþ events, and the
other enhanced in multipion and deep inelastic scattering
events. Although the data are systematically lower than
the prediction, this difference is covered by the assumed
uncertainties on the prediction. Analysis II includes,
indeed, large uncertainties in the backgrounds that are
subtracted, to cover possible Monte Carlo mismodeling
of this type, and it has limited the phase space to
above 0.2 GeV to avoid the region where the signal-
over-background ratio is low.
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The event selection for Analysis I, based on track
counting and explicit proton identification, results in a
better CC0π purity (87%), at the expense of a smaller
efficiency (39%), with respect to the selection used in
Analysis II (purity 72%, efficiency 48%). Analysis II is
instead based on pion counting, and thus is required to take
into account uncertainties due to possible mismodeling of
pions in the detector. Because of the detector geometry,
pion rejection is worse at lower momenta and higher
angles. The track counting-based selection of Analysis I
has also a smaller contamination from events with CC1π
interactions where the pion has been reabsorbed through
FSIs (i.e., a larger CCQE purity) with respect to Analysis II;
the contribution of CC1π production with pion absorption
is of the order of a few percent, except in the forward bin
(up to 15%) and in the first momentum bin of each angular
bin (up to 50%). Analysis I includes events where the muon
does not reach the TPC (region 4) thus increasing the
coverage of the phase space for high-angle muons, but in
this case a proton has to be reconstructed in the TPC to
improve the purity. On the other hand, the explicit
reconstruction and identification of protons in Analysis I
can be affected by cross-section modeling and proton FSI
uncertainties. The selection of Analysis II is not subject to
uncertainties related to the proton kinematics, as it does not
attempt to measure the protons in the event. In particular,
events which have two protons, where both are energetic
enough to result in a reconstructible track in the detector,
are included in Analysis II while they are excluded in
Analysis I. These events can be due to nucleon-nucleon
correlations or to meson exchange current processes or can
be due to proton production through FSIs. Studies with
generators which include these effects suggest that in this
data set we would expect to see around 70 events with two
visible protons (to be compared with a number of signal
selected events of about 10000). This category of events
will be studied in dedicated analyses in the future. It should
be noted that although the event selections are different,
there is an overlap of approximately 80% between the two
samples.
For the differential cross-section extraction, Analysis II
uses an unfolding method to correct for detector effects, as
with previous cross-section analyses by T2K [42,69],
MiniBooNE [9] and MINERνA [9,16,17]. Analysis I uses
a likelihood fit instead that is similar to the one used for
T2K oscillation analyses [2]. The likelihood fit in Analysis
I allows the fit parameters describing the theory systematics
and the detector systematics to be kept separate, in contrast
to the unfolding procedure where the final result is a
convolution of the detector and theory parameters. Given
the present poor knowledge of the modeling of signal and
background, the likelihood fit allows one to check that the
systematics theory parameters converge to meaningful
values. The unfolding procedure in Analysis II has the
feature that the statistical and systematics error estimates
depend on the amount of regularization (or number of
iterations), which needs to be considered. On the other
hand, given the complexity of the fit in Analysis I and the
large number of nuisance parameters it includes, it is
important to compare the results using an independent
and simpler method, as represented by the unfolding used
in Analysis II.
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FIG. 14. Background comparison for a selection enhanced in CC1πþ (top), and a selection enhanced in multipion and deep inelastic
scattering (bottom). The data and MC agree within the uncertainties assigned to the MC.
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Despite the aforementioned differences between the two
strategies, the results from the two analyses are in good
agreement (see Fig. 15). This is a strong demonstration of
the model independence of the results. Moreover, both
analyses were tested using different model assumptions, to
understand the dependence of the result on the signal and
background model. Different generators were used for
these tests, such as GENIE [61] and NuWro [70], as well
as reweightings of the nominal NEUT model as a function
of Eν, Q2, or ðpμ; cos θμÞ. The results were found in good
agreement in all the tests, and to be within the estimated
uncertainties.
B. Discussion of the results
In Figs. 6–9 and Fig. 12 the results are compared to
various models. The data agree, inside current uncertain-
ties, with the NEUT and GENIE simulations. In NEUT,
the value of the MQEA is higher than it is in GENIE to
accommodate cross-section enhancement due to nuclear
effects, as suggested by recent quasi-elastic-like measure-
ments on bounded nucleons inside nuclei, as discussed in
Sec. I. The data tend to lie in between the NEUT and
GENIE predictions, indicating the presence of nuclear
effects which cannot be completely reproduced by chang-
ing the MQEA value.
In more recent models from Martini et al. [20,65] and
Nieves et al. [21,66] the CCQE parameters are tuned to
deuterium neutrino-scattering data, to low energy pion
scattering and electron scattering on nuclei and the nuclear
effects are explicitly implemented in the form of long- and
short-range nucleon-nucleon correlations. We find that
predictions from these new models agree with the data; in
particular, the data suggest the presence of 2p2h with
respect to pure CCQE predictions with the random phase
approximation (RPA). The cross-section enhancement due
to 2p2h is broadly distributed in muon kinematics and
both the models would provide a poor description of the
data without it. The prediction for pure CCQE with RPA
are similar between Martini et al. and Nieves et al.
models, while the prediction for multinucleons inter-
actions is about a factor 2 larger in the first. The data
can accommodate a large multinucleons component but to
extract a precise estimation of the latter, the component
due to pion-production events with subsequent pion
absorption in nuclear matter need to be included in the
models. Quantifying the agreement between the data and
the various models is, indeed, not straightforward. The
correlations between uncertainties in different bins must
be considered, but the experimental measurements are
affected by theoretical systematics, which are especially
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large in the backward region. On the other hand, the
models have known limitations (the lack of FSIs and large
uncertainties related to nuclear effects, in particular for the
very forward region) which should be considered in the
comparison to the data. For all these reasons, we do not
attempt a quantitative comparison of the experimental
results with the various models. Such phenomenological
studies will be pursued further in the T2K collaboration,
possibly combining measurements for different channels
and targets.
In Fig. 16, the flux-integrated cross sections measured
in this paper and the one measured by MiniBooNE [9]
are compared with the NEUT prediction. The MINERνA
results [16,17] are not included since comparisons to
these measurements would depend on model-dependent
assumptions: the analysis presented in [17] includes only
pure CCQE events after subtracting CC1π events where
the pion is absorbed by the nuclear medium, and the
analysis in Ref. [16] only includes events with both the
muon and proton being reconstructed, and thus is
dependent on the modeling of nucleon FSIs and nuclear
effects. We look forward to new double-differential
CC0π results from MINERνA. In Fig. 16 the full-
phase-space result from Analysis I and the restricted
phase space result from Analysis II (cos θμ > 0 and
pμ > 200 MeV) are reported and compared to the
MiniBooNE measurement. The three measurements
are compatible with NEUT predictions within their
uncertainties, but there is a trend across the measure-
ments as their acceptances vary; MiniBooNE, which has
4π acceptance, tends to measure a larger cross section,
compared to the NEUT prediction, than the T2K full-
phase-space result, which in turn gives a larger cross
section, compared to NEUT, than our restricted-phase-
space result. The uncertainties are too large for any
conclusive statement; however, this may indicate that
NEUT does not correctly describe the angular shape of
the cross section, as can also be seen in Fig. 6 and
Fig. 12 where the results from data tend to lie above
(below) NEUT at high (small) angle. It is thus crucial for
future measurements to significantly increase the high
angle acceptance, as well as to report results in the
restricted phase space where the experiments have good
efficiency.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In modern experiments, which use relatively heavy
nuclear targets, CCQE cross-section measurements, pre-
viously considered to be well understood, have been
found to contain potentially significant contributions from
nuclear effects that are not well known and difficult to
disentangle experimentally. The narrow-band T2K off-
axis beam, which has a peak energy of 0.6 GeV, provides a
powerful probe to study these CCQE interactions. In
this paper the measurements of interactions on carbon
with the production of a muon with no associated pions
is presented in the form of a double-differential, flux-
integrated cross section.
In this paper, we presented the results of two analyses
designed to be robust against the dependence on the signal
model assumed in the analysis. The results show the
presence of sizeable nuclear effects for all muon angles
and momenta. Those effects can only partially be modeled
by an effective parametrization using an increased value of
MQEA . More recent models with explicit implementation of
2p2h contributions agree well with the data. We are
however not currently able to select between the two
2p2h models considered in this paper, because of the
uncertainties in the modeling of the signal and background
reactions, in particular CC1π events followed by pion
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absorption which cannot be experimentally separated from
CCQE interactions.
Finally, the limitations in past and present analyses have
been highlighted and discussed in the paper, together with
suggestions on ways to address such issues. In particular,
future measurements using the T2K off-axis beam will
include more data and improved algorithms for backwards-
going track and proton reconstruction, which will enable
exclusive measurements of the muon and proton final state
to further elucidate the nature of nuclear effects in neutrino
interactions and possibly solve the present degeneracy
between different models.
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APPENDIX: CROSS-SECTION MEASUREMENT
AT HIGH MOMENTUM
The double-differential flux-integrated cross section
extracted from Analysis I is compared to NEUT and
GENIE Monte Carlo in Fig. 6 including high momentum
bins up to 30 GeV.
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